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NOTICE OF VIOLATION-o
! AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITI F 0F CIVIL PENALTY

Pennsylvania Power and Light Company -Docket No. 50-388
.Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES), Unit 2 License No. NPF-22
Berwick, Pennsylvania EA 84-109

On July 26, 1984, between 1:05 a.m. and 1:48 a.m., the local, remote and auto-
matic start capabilities for all Unit 2 low pressure Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS)_were disabled. The condition occurred when an operator, in
preparation for a required startup test, opened the wrong knife switch in each

.of the four 4.16KV Engineered Safeguards System (ESS) breaker cubicles, while
performing the pre-test circuit breaker alignments. The startup engineer who
accompanied the operator to independently verify that the test procedure was
followed did not detect or correct the error.

At 1:37 a.m. with the Unit 2 reactor operating at 30% power, offsite power was
removed as required for the performance of the power ascension startup test
known as the " Loss of Turbine Generator and Loss of Offsite Power Test."
However, because of the incorrectly opened knife switches, all four emergency
diesel generators failed to automatically start as required. As a result, all
alternating current (AC) power was lost to Unit 2.

A special NRC inspection was conducted during the period July 26 through 31, 1984
to review the circumstances associated with the event. The inspectors determined

that the opening of the wrong (knife switches resulted in the complete loss, foreach Unit 2 ESS bus, of the: 1) auto load sheddin
(2) degraded grid voltage protection features; (3)g and power trcnsfer functions;feeder breaker's overcurrent
and differential current protection features; (4) auto start of emergency
diesel generator on loss of AC power feature; and (5) all start capabilities
for low pressure ECCS. During this inspection, four violations of NRC
requirements were identified which contributed to the event. The violations
involved: (1) inadequate corrective action for previously experienced problems
with non-licensed plant operator manipulations of specific knife switches in
4.16KV ESS breaker cubicles; (2) insufficient training of plant operators in
procedures for rack out of 4.16KV ESS breakers, reset of emergency diesel
generator alarms and trips, meaning of 4.16KV ESS breaker indicating lights,
and the restoration of suppression pool temperature monitoring equipment; (3)
inadequate procedures for establishing initial test conditions; and
(4) inadequate implementation of independent verification of 4.16KV ESS
breaker alignment activities.

This was a serious event which demonstrates the importance of controls to ensure
safe performance of licensed activities and to ensure that significant problems
that have been identified are thoroughly corrected to prevent recurrences.
Accordingly, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil
penalty in the cumulative amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) for this
matter. In accordance with the General Statement of Policy and Procedure for
NRC Enforcement Actions, 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, as revised, 49 FR 8583
(March 8,1984) and pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended ("Act"), 42 U.S.C. 2282, PL 96-295 and 10 CFR 2.205, the particular
violations and associated civil penalties are set forth below.
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Notice of Violation -2- |
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A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appenaix B, Criterion XVI requires establishment of'

measures to assure that the cause of significant conditions adverse to i

quality is determined, and corrective action is taken to preclude
repetition.

Contrary to the above, the licensee's corrective action for two previous
significant operating occurrences adverse to quality on June 4, 1983
(S00R No. IR-2-83-022) and October 6, 1983, (S00R No. IR-2-83-056), wherein
an operator incorrectly opened a DC auxiliary relay and bus control power
knife switch for a 4.16KV ESS bus, was not adequate in that the corrective
actions did not prevent recurrence of the condition. Specifically, not
all of the operators of the subject knife switches were trained in the
lessons learned from the previous events as was planned. As a result, on
July 26, 1984, an operator who had not received the training incorrectly

i opened four separate DC auxiliary relay ara bus control power knife switches.

B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires indoctrination and
training of personnel performing activities affecting quality as necessary
to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.

Contrary to the above,

(1) operator training for the process to be followed to rack out a 4.16KV
circuit breaker on an ESS bus cubicle containing two knife switches
was not sufficient in that an operator incorrectly opened each of four
separate DC auxiliary relay and bus control knife switches on July 26,
1984;

(2) operator training in the reset of the emergency diesel generator
protective devices that can prevent the diesels from being started
was not sufficient in that, on July 26, 1984, operators initially were
unable to reset priority alarms, and required approximately thirty-
five minutes to determine that the protective relay seal-in must be
reset before system reset of the "B" and "0" emergency diesel gener-
ator "Hi Priority" alarms could be accomplished, allowing the diesels
to be started;

(3) operator training in recognizing the 4.16KV ESS breaker light
i indications on the front control panels of 4.16KV ESS bus cubicles

was not sufficient in that, on July 26, 1984, several plant operators
who operate this equipment were not knowledgeable of the meaning of
the light indications, and were therefore unable to ascertain the
incorrect manipulation of the DC auxiliary relay and bus control
power knife switch when it was opened; and,

(4) operator training in the restoration of the suppression pool tempera-
ture monitoring instrumentation following the loss and restoration of
power was inadequate in that, on July 26, 1984, operators were'not'

knowledgeable in the resetting procedure and were therefore unable to
restore suppression pool temperature monitoring for approximately one
hour.
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Notice of Violation -3-

C. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires that activities affecting
quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures or drawings
of a type appropriate to the circumstances. Further, the SSES Operational
Quality Assurance Manual (0QAM), Operational Policy Statement (0PS)-12,
Administrative Control of Plant Operation, Revision 1, states (paragraph
5.1.4), "The procedures shall be of sufficient detail to allow a qualified
individual to perform the prescribed activity without direct supervision...."
The licensee procedure for controlling the breaker alignments for the
startup test was ST-31.1 " Loss of Turbine Generator and Loss of Offsite
Power," Revision 3, dated July 24, 1984.

Contrary to the above, ST-31.1 did not provide sufficient instruction to
the operator for the rack out of the Unit 1 supply feeder breakers to the
four Unit 2 4.16KV ESS busses in that the procedure directed that the
appropriate breakers be racked out, but did not detail the process to be
followed, and did not identify which one of two knife switches in each
cubicle should be manipulated.

D. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires a program be executed to
independently verify activities affecting quality for conformance with the
documented instructions, procedures and drawings for accomplishing the
activity. Further, the SSES 00AM, OPS-14, Control of Inspection and
Testing, Revision 1, states (paragraph 5.1.2), " Inspections shall be
performed to verify that activities are being or have been performed in
accordance with the applicable instructions, procedures, or drawings."

Contrary to the above, on July 26, 1984, a startup engineer assigned to
independently verify that test procedure ST-31.1 was followed for opera-
tion of the knife switches did not detect the improper opening of the DC
auxiliary relay and bus control power knife switch in each of the four
4.16kv ESS breaker cubicles.

These violations have been categorized in the aggregate as a Severity Level III
prob'am(SupplementI).

(Cumulative Civil Penalty - $50,000 assessed equally among the violations.)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company is hereby required to submit within 30 days of the date of this Notice,
a written statement or explanation, including for each alleged violation:
(1) admission or denial of the alleged violation; (2) the reasons for the
violation, if admitted; (3) the corrective steps which have been taken and the
results achieved; (4) the corrective steps which will be taken and the results
achieved; and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Consideration
may be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the
authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be
submitted under oath or affirmation.
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Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, Pennsylvania Power and Light may pay the civil penalty in the amount of
$50,000 or may protest imposition of the civil penalty, in whole or in part,
by a written answer. Should Pennsylvania Power and Light fail to answer within
the time specified, I will issue an order imposing the civil penalty proposed
above. Should Pennsylvania Power and Light elect to file an answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, such answer may: (1) deny the
violations listed in this Notice, in whole or in part; (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances; (3) show error in this Notice; or (4) show other reasons why
the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty
in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.
In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the five factors contained
in Section V(B) of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, 49 FR 8583 (March 8, 1984), should
be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set
forth separately from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR
2.201, but may incorporate statements or explanations by specific reference
(e.g. citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. Pennsylvania
Power and Light's attention is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,
regarding the procedures for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due, which has been subsequently
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the civil penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

//

4 /e .

es M. aylo Deputy Director-

ffice of Ins ction and Enforcement

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this /Jf% day of December 1984
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